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Abstract— Wireless ad-hoc network technology supports internet access with infrastructure less network environment. Wireless 
ad-hoc networks are resource constrained in terms of bandwidth, power, etc., and network nodes communicate with the multihop 
paths. Data caching is widely used to efficiently reduce data access cost. A packet can be overheard by a wireless node due to the 
broadcast nature of wireless communication. Overheard data values can be maintained in data caches for fast data delivery at 
intermediate nodes. The proposed methodology is to enhance the Overhear aided cache management scheme to handle cache 
updates with recent data values. Cache management mechanism maintains the cache storages using with node movement factors. 
Multiple cache copies are maintained with primary and secondary cache models. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, all users, either professional or public are more familiar with devices such as laptops, PDA’s, palmtops, etc., 
which are portable communicating devices, that come under technology of wireless ad-hoc network. Wireless ad-hoc 
networking technology has become the most popular and emerging communicating methodology, that do not require a 
predefined infrastructure and provide internet access anywhere at any time. In the history of wireless ad-hoc network they 
were mainly designed to be used in combat fields and in disaster areas where deployment of fixed infrastructure was quite 
infeasible. Due to the endearing features such as flexibility to deploy, portability, low cost, easy maintenance and usability, 
made the wireless ad-hoc networking technology popular in the advent years. Now-a-days it is able to see that there is a 
huge increase in the number of users and applications that can be supported using ad-hoc networking. 

On the other hand resource constraints in terms of bandwidth, power, etc., is the major offensive issue seen in 
wireless ad-hoc networking technology, hence data access cost during ad-hoc communication is a major concern. It is 
familiar that data caching[6]  is widely used in traditional computer networks, the same data caching concept is effectively 
adopted into wireless ad-hoc network communication inorder to reduce the data access delay there by reducing the data 
access cost also conserving the battery power of  the interacting node. An optimized data caching require a proficient cache 
placement [5], cache discovery [7], and cache consistency [6], [8]. 

Due to the openness of wireless links, the nodes in adhoc networks broadcast the data that has to be transmitted. 
While broadcasting apart from the target node the other intermediate node within the transmission range receive this 
broadcasted message. In this scenario, the target node “hears” and the intermediate node “overhears” the data. 

In this paper, an enhanced overhearing aided caching algorithm is being proposed that manage cache updates and 
cache storage which will tremendously utilize the overheard data to speed up the communication between participating 
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nodes and to reduce the data access cost by reducing the delay. The paper will be discussed as follows:  Section II describes 
about the history of technologies used and their flaws, Section III discuss about the existing system, the system design and 
problem formulation will be covered in section IV. Section V presents the proposed system and Section VI concludes the 
paper discussing about the observations and the result. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

In the past years, several approaches where introduced to reduce the data access delay in wireless ad-hoc networks. 
By conducting a comparative study, N. Chand et al. on their paper have discussed about partitioning the network topology 
into non overlapping clusters that perform single hop communication. Each cluster has a Cache State Node (CSN) that stores 
the information about the cached data within the cluster [4]. Here still there exist the problems of determining of optimised 
cluster size, increased complexity to search within large clusters and data consistency was not at all mentioned. Bin Tang et 
al. have come up with a Benefit Based Data Caching technique for ad-hoc networks; here a simple heuristic Centralised 
Greedy Algorithm was introduced [3]. This algorithm will cache the data items with maximum benefit, but the flaw was that 
the algorithm didn’t mention the cache replacement policy to be taken when the cache is full moreover heuristic approach 
may produce optimal result but not always. M. Hafeeda et al. have discussed to reduce the data access delay using 
cooperative proxy caches called the Autonomous Systems (AS) [2]. The AS is a special storage area within a network where 
frequently used cache data items are stored. In distributed systems, management of AS become tedious and due to the 
independency of AS data consistency was also not achieved.  

All the above mentioned technologies have adopted broadcasting technique for transmitting the request and 
response. In this situation all the nodes apart from the intended node capture the transmitting data unnecessarily termed as 
“overhearing” and fill the cache memory. Jiannong Cao et al. were the first to introduce the technique to reduce the data 
access delay by making use of “overheard” data with the help of Overhearing Aided Caching Algorithm [1]. It was found 
that the data access delay has been considerably reduced. This Overhearing Aided Caching Algorithm can be even more 
improved, by enhancing this algorithm including the mechanism to handle cache data updates and also the managing the 
cache storage to evict multiple cache copies.  

 

III.  EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the existing system a novel cooperative caching algorithm was introduced for wireless ad-hoc networks by 
taking overhearing into consideration. This algorithm makes use of the overhearing property to significantly improve the 
performance of data caching. By overhearing, a requesting node can obtain data copies from an intermediate node 
forwarding the data copy so as to reduce data access cost. Second, overhearing helps collect more data access information, 
needed to take decision on cache placement. Several issues need to be addressed in order to make use of overhearing, like 
which requests must be, cashed, cache placement and cache discovery. In the existing system cost is taken as the shortest 
distance between the requestor node and the cache node. 

The Overheard Aided Caching Algorithm [1] used in the existing system support cache placement and cache 
discovery. Cache placement defines whether data has to be cached or not by calculating the cost for caching the data item. 
Appropriate replacements are done by deleting the minimum cost. Cache discovery implies to identify the nearest cached 
node that can serve the request. The servicing node can be either an intermediate node or the node owner. The cache 
placement algorithm and cache discovery algorithm is run by every node.  

A. CACHE PLACEMENT ALGORITHM 

Cache placement algorithm works as follows. When a data item Dj is (over) heard by a node it, 

Step 1: Calculate the benefit for caching the Dj data item in its cache memory.  

Step 2: If the benefit value is higher than the threshold value and if there is vacant space in the buffer then cache Dj.  

Step 3: If the Dj item is cached into the memory by replacing some data item, then 

Step 3.1: Get the set of cache nodes from the owner of Dj and update the set. 

Step 3.2: Inform to other nodes about the current replacement. 

      Step 4: Else, simply inform the Dj has been cached. 

Step 5: When a node k realizes the new updations, if the new cached node is nearer to node k then its nearest cache node list 
for the Dj item is updated. 
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B. CACHE DISCOVERY ALGORITHM 

Cache discovery algorithm works as follows, 

Step 1: When a node i need a data item Dj,then 

Step 1.1: Send the request to node j which is nearer to node i and wait for the response.  

Step 2: When an intermediate node k hears the request, then 

Step 2.1: If the node has the cache copy of Dj, then serve the request by sending response, else 

Step 2.2: If there is a pending request for Dj from some other node, then 

Step 2.2.1: Wait for the response. 

Step 2.2.2: Else, send the request to other nodes and set the request as pending. 

Step 3: When node k (over) hears the reply,then 

 Step 3.1: Set the pending request as false. 

 Step 3.2: Send the reply to the pending requestor. 

The following drawbacks identified in the existing system are node mobility was not handled, cache consistency was not 
maintained under overhear environments and cache storage was not managed.    

 

IV.  SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 

A. SYSTEM DESIGN 

Consider a wireless ad-hoc network with n number of nodes. For the communication to be established the nodes are 
connected to each other using wireless links. Theoretically, the network can be presented as an undirected graph G (V, E) 
where vertices V denotes the nodes in the network which can be either source node or intermediate nodes and weighted edge 
E represents the wireless links existing between pair of nodes. When two nodes are connected by an edge then they can 
communicate directly. During communication, multiple data items are required for different purposes.  

Each data item has its owner called the source node who is authorized to manipulate the data item, all the other 
nodes are called intermediate node that try to access the data from source node. A source node can be the owner of multiple 
data items. Data accessing cost is reduced by caching the overheard data at intermediate nodes. 

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR DATA  ACCESS 

In order to formulate the problem of data access in ad-hoc network let’s introduce some notations given in TABLE 
I. 

TABLE I 
NOTATIONS USED IN PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

Notation  Description 

ni node i 

mi Cache memory size of node i. 
Sj  Source node of the data item Dj. 
Dj Data item owned by Sj where 1 ≤  j 

≤  p. 
aij Access frequency for node i to request 

Dj. 
cj  Cache node set of Dj. 
dik  Weighted distance between node i and 

node k. 
Pkj By overhearing probability that the 

node k server the    request for Dj 
C {c1, c2,......, cp}  
T (G, C) Total access cost to serve all requests 
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B(i,j,C) Benefit of  caching the Dj at ni  

Assume that the data size of node i be one unit for simplicity. Objective of the system is to reduce total data 

access cost T (G, C) then, with overhearing T (G, C) can be defined as, 
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The term B (i,j,C) is defined as the benefit to cache the data item Dj at node i by either replacing any other node 

that has already have the cache copy of Dj. If the benefit exceeds the maximum benefit value of caching Dj then 
replacement of least benefit cache node will take place.  

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed system we are enhancing the overhearing cooperative caching algorithm by including the 
mechanism to handle the cache updates at each node and to manage the multiple cache copies. When request and response 
for a data item takes place via broadcasting these requests and responses are overheard at intermediate nodes within the 
transmission range, these overheard data values are served next time when the same request arrives again hence the request 
doesn’t need to travel up to the  data source.  The Fig.1 shows the overhearing a request from m. 

 
Fig.1 Illustration of Data Overhearing 

 
Fig.1 is illustrated as follows, the node nm needs the data item Dj and it is currently held by its owner Sj. Now, nm 

broadcast the request for the data item and the broadcast message has to travel up to Sj initially because there is no cached 
copy of Dj at intermediate nodes. When the request is heard by the source node Sj it broadcast the response back to nm. 
While the heard data request and response are taking place the intermediate nodes also will be “overhearing” the 
broadcasted request and response and will make a cache copy in their cache memory. By doing this, in the next request for 
Dj from nm the request doesn’t need to travel up to the source node instead the intermediate node ie; Ii can serve the request 
by provide the cached Dj, thereby reducing the data access delay as well as the access cost. 

The system architecture of the proposed system is represented using a flowchart in Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

A. DATA PROVIDER/ DATA OWNER 
 

The data provider is the sole owner of a data item who is authorized to make any physical changes. Data provider 
shares the data files to the other ad hoc network nodes. Data files are transferred with reference to the requests. The users 
can collect the shared data file list from the providers. Response values are transferred through the intermediate nodes. There 
can be n number of data providers within a network.  
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Fig.3 FUNCTION OF DATA PROVIDER 

 
B. REQUEST REPLY PROCESS 

 Data request is submitted by the nodes. Request values are redirected to the provider through the intermediate 
nodes. Data request and reply information is updated in the overheard nodes. Data reply is prepared by the data provider 
nodes or the overheard node. These request and response of data item are transmitted using broadcasting technique. 

C. CACHE UPDATE PROCESS 

Cache is a temporary storage area where data that are needed frequently are being stored. By using a cache memory 
it is possible to reduce the data access delay. The cache is having limited size hence it is necessary to manage the cache 
memory carefully. Hence, cache placement becomes a crucial issue. 

The overheard node collect data request and reply within the same coverage. Request and reply values are 
maintained with the cached data files. Data requests are verified with request history values. Cache update process is 
initiated only when a new data request arrives. This process is performed at all nodes in the ad-hoc network.  

D. CONSISTENCY MANAGEMENT 

Consistency in this scenario implies that the data being served should not be a stale data. In order to accomplish 
consistency in the proposed system the cached data values are periodically verified with the data providers. Overheard node 
verifies the content level with actual data values. Data update time and cache verified time are checked in intervals. Counter 
values are used for the data consistency verification process.  

E. CACHE STORAGE MANAGEMENT 

By using a cache memory it is possible to reduce the data access delay. The cache is having limited size hence it is 
necessary to manage the cache memory carefully.  During the broadcasting of request and replies a single node i.e.; either 
requestor or intermediate node may get redundant copy of the request and response which may degrade the performance of 
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cache memory. Therefore cache storage values are to be maintained with redundant data copies. Initial copy of the data is 
maintained under the primary data storage environment. Duplicate data values are maintained under the secondary data 
environment. Request frequency levels are considered in the cache delete process. 

VII.   CONCLUSION 

Moving through the history of wireless ad-hoc network it was found that many works and algorithms were put forward to 
increase the efficiency of ad-hoc communication. To our knowledge utilizing the overheard data to serve for a request to 
data item there by reducing the data access delay is new to ad-hoc networking technology. By extending the overhearing 
aided caching algorithm by maintaining the cache consistency and handling the replicated request and response make the 
algorithm even more efficient. 
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